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S u m m a r y

Broadly speaking, the second issue of �Romanica Sielesiana� is devoted to the
issue of intertextuality in the Quebec literature. It consists of 22 articles discus-
sing the phenomenon, the collective name for which is réécriture, although the
notions of intertextuality and transtextuality appear in the volume, depending
on the specificity of the literary texts and terminology used according to the
multple terminology common in the literary studies of the French speaking
country.

The studies are centred around four thematic axises. The first of them con-
stitutes a critical, and sometimes, paradoxical reference to the national litera-
ry tradition. The second one covers deliberations on great myths deriving from
the Ancient and Judeo-Christian tradition, together with some of the myths of
the contemporary culture, which is especially evident in the Quebec literature,
partially obtaining the themes from the references to a widely-understood US
culture. The third thematic axis, on the other hand, explores the issue of works
of the so called migration literature, that is, the newcomers who have been
enriching the literary landscape since the middle of the eighties of the 20th

century. The fourth axis constitutes deliberations on the autotextual tricks,
namely the references the Quebec classic writers made to their own writing.

The volume in question devoted to the leading research theme is the first
initiative of that type in Poland. The authors who accepted our invitation to pu-
blish their reflections in �Romanica Silesiana� No 2 work (or used to work, as
Roland Bourneuf, a retired professor and active writer), in the Quebec centres:
Université Laval (Andrée Mercier and Marie-Andrée Beaudet), Université de
Montréal (Lise Gauvin), Collège François-Xavier-Garneau (Philippe Mottet), the
Canadian centre: Carleton University (Patricia Smart), the French centres: Aix-
-en-Provence (Yannick Resch), Bordeaux (Marie-Lyne Piccione), Toulouse (Sylvie
Vignes) and Limoges (Claude Filteau), the Czech centre: Brno (Petr Vurm), and,
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finally, the Polish ones: Warsaw University (Józef Kwaterko, Tina Mouneimné-
Wojtas, Sylwia Sawicka), Miko³aj Kopernik University in Toruñ (Piotr Sadkow-
ski) and Silesian University (Aleksandra Maria Grzybowska, Karolina Kapo³-
ka, Micha³ Krzykawski, Joanna Warmuziñska-Rogó¿, Krzysztof Jarosz).

According to the rule of this periodical, the collection in focus is closed with
six most interesting scientific publications of late.


